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GRADE 11 ARTS AND DESIGN – PHYSICAL AND PERSONAL DEVELOPMET IN THE ARTS

TOPIC:

BODY CONDITION EXERCISES IN THE CREATIVE WORK ENVIRONMENT
BODY AND VOCAL WARM-UP
There were times when even though you are very
accustomed to a certain skill, you ended up lacking
in some parts. Like in drawing, there will be ties
wherein you seemed to draw worse tan a beginner
compared to the skill you believed you have. Like
the fingers of your illustration ended like sausages
or your animal drawing looking ridiculously off. This
happens because your skills actually dwindled or
your body forgot the feeling of doing the task
accurately.

Figure 1:

Basic Body conditioning Exercises
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Even so, Skill is a skill and we, as human beings are
considered as trainable. So no matter how long
you didn’t do the activity there is still a way or two
to get yourself back into it. For your case as an art
student, the best way is to have a set of warmup
routine. Remember that these routines are most
effective when done regularly and in different
intensities depending on the task that you need to
do. Some says that doling warmup exercises are
only for athletes but it is actually required in order
to do any physical activity, and that includes art.
Why do you need to do this? Are these activities
really required? The answers are both YES. For
more extraneous activities, body warm up increases
your temperature and make your muscles loose,
supple, and pliable (Able to adjust readily to
different conditions). In a common sense, these
activities reduces the risk of any possible injuries.

BODY WARM-UP
A warm-up is usually performed before doing any physical activity. These warm-ups must include gradual
increase in intensity, a joint physical exercise, stretching, and an activity related to the task that you need to
do. Warm-up must have three parts: The general which are routines for mobility and control; Stretching
which are activities that increases the strain resistance of your body; and the activity specific warm-up which
increases the effectiveness or efficiency of movement in doing a certain activity. In terms of Art, body
warm-ups have a lot of importance:
1. Allows you to access your entire skill sets – All of the things that you have learned (including the style and
emotions) that you somewhat forgot can be re accessed again and made more effective. The kills that
you have rested may resurfaced again. Body warm-up exercises allows you to access again your skillset a
lot easier thus making the task easy as well.
2. Helps control in the hand – Boy warm up increases your muscle dexterity thus making the mind to body
coordination skill much precise. Also, by doing warm up exercises, you can regain your muscle memory.
In terms of visual arts, it actually warms the muscles on your hand making it ready for and reduce the
fatigue felt in doing the task.

3. Total Immersion – Being immersed on an activity like there’s no one else around actually expands your
creativity upon a subject.
Warm-up for artists
Always remember that “drawing is thinking” so if you do not need to warm up your mind, might as well you do
not need to warm up your wrist. Visual artists, especially painter usually do not have to do body warm ups
since they mostly draw when they feel like it or when they “think” they need to draw. So, for these kinds of
artists, they have to prepare their mind first before they can draw. For some, a few stretches on the fingers
or wrist might be enough just to loosen some joints and to relieve the tensions in the fingers, wrist, elbows,
and shoulders to achieve more freely made strokes.

Figure 2:

Basic drawing Exercises for lines
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Here are five step by step exercises taken from “Playing with Sketches” to help anyone get started with their
drawing skills:
1. Doodling. Just draw doodles and create simple shapes. As simple as randomly racing your pencil around
the area of the paper. Doodling proves to improve your visual literacy and helps you process ideas, even
when you were not trying. For more challenge, try to experiment with different materials and drawing
tools.
2. Entopic Graphomania. A surrealist method of drawing wherein dots are made at the sites of impurities
in a blank sheet of paper, and lines are then made to connect the dots. Simply grab a sheet of paper (a
torn page will do) then place a mark on a specific word or letters. You chose what set of marks, words, or
letters you want. The connect the dots with curved, zigzag or straight lines to create a pattern. These
exercises reveal hidden patterns in negative space, show you how choices can make a difference and will
help you engage randomness to take your work a few steps further.
3. Non-Dominant Hand. Do this if you just feel uninspired or caught yourself stuck in your art creation. By
using your non-dominant hand, you may reinvent or discover something new. Still when you do this, you
must invest a good amount of patience first for this activity will eat a lot of it.
4. One day, One Theme. Chose a theme or anything that would get you interested. The more thoughtful
you can be, the more you exercise your concept-building abilities as well as your hand skills.
5. Word Stacks. Create a card with different words that you can stack. Like Nouns, Adjectives, and Verbs.
Shuffle them separately and pick a card from each stack of words and try to form a phrase out of them.
Just prepared to be surprised with the different ideas that might came out. It may turn into a good art or
not but it will surely help you cultivate your skills and build your confidence in the craft.
**For a more comprehensive discussion of these preparatory exercises, you may watch the clip on this link:
https://youtu.be/6gSmQNmC-5c
Warm-up exercises are critical components or art process. These exercises don’t just enhance your creativity
but also condition your body to achieve the most possible peak of your performance. Since effective art

creation relies more on muscle control, doing warm up exercises is an effective way in engaging your mind.
Perhaps, everyone has to start somewhere!

VOCAL EXERCISES
There are five (5) important parts to consider for the betterment of your voice:


Breathing – Normally, our breathing is quite shallow especially when we are not doing anything strenuous
to our body. Exercise is a good start to improve your breathing. Taking short “sips” until you feel
comfortable with the breathing is the simplest breathing activity you could do. After that, try reciting
something long. The months of the year of simple counting until you ran out of air and grasp to breathe
will do. It’s quite easy to hear but doing this activity faster in every repetition until you were able to
control your breathing will be harder to do. Even though, this simple activity will greatly improve your
voice especially when singing.

 Posture – Ability to project a good voice
depends much on your ability release and stay free
of tension. These tensions are discomforts and
something that might restrict air flow forcing you to
be stressed rather than projecting your voice with
true freedom. Standing with your back on the wall,
opposite of a mirror while moving your shoulders,
chin, and neck could improve your balance and not
just your voice. Try to feel the tension to your
abdominals. As you do this, you should be able to
feel how easily the air flows through your lungs.
Figure 3:

Good Posture Example
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Muscle control – If you’re going to sing, proper muscle control of essential parts is vital. The muscles in
your Head, neck, Abs and especially your diaphragm – the muscle that support your breathing. The
proper use and control of these muscles will enable you to:
o Hold your notes longer
o Create a better tone quality
o Project your voice better
 The main idea is to resist the urge of exhaling the air too much as you exhale and breathing
from your lungs in a very controlled way

You should never push or force the air through your vocal cords to produce a strong or loud sound, which will
increase air pressure against the vocal folds and may cause damage to them. Avoiding tension is crucial.
We warm up our voices so we can make them healthy, sound our best and protect against damage.
Warming up your voice will allow you to sing better and extend your range comfortably. It is absolutely
necessary to always warm up before singing.
There were a lot of vocal exercises that we can use to warm up our voices. In different need, we have a lot of
routine options to help you get better with singing.





Yawning and sighing – This will help you relax and stretches the range of your voice
Humming – Less taxing warm up that massages the facial muscles while singing a scale or tune from a
song.
Lip Buzz or Lip Trill – The main goal is to create a “brr” sound as you blow air through your mouth and
making your lips vibrate. It will help relax the lip muscles and your jaw.
Tongue trill Exercise – It involves curling your tongue and rolling your “R’s” as you go to your range from
low to high.







Jaw Loosening Exercises - Dropping your jaw lower when you were talking. With your finger, race back
along your jawline from your chin to your ear. That curved space between your jaw and your ear is
where you want to drop your jaw. Just pretend that you were yawning with your mouth (stretching it
wide) and feel your jaw drops.
Two octave pitch glide warm-up – Making an “eeee” or Aaaahhh” or “ooohh” sound and gradually glide
through the chromatic notes of a two-octave range. This will improve the transition from your chest
voice to your head voice.
Vocal Sirens exercise - Same as a pitch glide, the screen exercise takes an “oooo” sound and gradually glide
from the lowest possible note that you can sing up to the highest note of your own range. Make your
sound continuous and cove the tones in between the notes.

COOL DOWN AFTER SINGING
Same as warm ups, cool down helps your body rest easy and lessen the toll of the strenuous vocal activity.
Same exercises as your warm-up can be used for cool down starting from the most intense to the least. Any
light vocal activity will allow your voice to cool down and relax. Make warming up and cooling down a habit to
keep your voices strong, help refine your technique,

Questions:







Based on the lesson discussed, when will warm up be effective?
What might happen if a person forgot to do warm-up routine before any extraneous activity?
How important posture is when singing? Explain briefly.
What are the three part of Warm-up? Do you really need to do all three of them? Why? Why not?
What is muscle memory? How important is muscle memory on any physical activity?
Do you believe that cool down is necessary after singing? Why? Why not?

Activity:
Do the following activities before and after warm up. List down the differences of your experience based on
the information required to complete the table below. Note that personal honesty is required to make this
assessment accurate.
ACTIVITIES

WITHOUT WARM UP

Burpees (push-ups and jumps)
12 repetitions per assessment.
Drawing Circles
10 times per assessment
Running with sudden stops
5 – 7 steps in 3 sets per
assessment
Singing high notes

Singing songs in Falsetto

Note:
Practice, Practice, and Practice! Always find time to practice.
Don’t Forget to indicate your Name (in full), Grade and section.

AFTER WARMING UP

